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Photoionization study of doubly-excited Helium at ultra-high resolution 

K. Schulz•, G. Kaindl•, J.D. Bozekb, P.A. Htilinannb, and A.S. Schlachterb 

-mstitut fiir Experimentalphysik, Freie UniversiW Bertin, Amimallee 14, D-14195 Beriin-Dahlem., Germany 

bAdvanc:ed Light Source, Lawrence Berlceley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berlceley, CA. 94720, 
USA 

The doubly-excited states ofHe were studied at the 9.0.1 undulator beamline of the Advanced Light Source. 
usmg a 925 linesfmm grating and entrance/exit slits as narrow as 2.5 JUil, the (2p,3d) state c:ould be observed 
with a total experimental width of 1.0 meV (FHWM), which corresponds to a n:solving power of 
FlAB = 64,000 at hv = 64.12 eV. Wrth this substan1ial1y improved n:solution, we reinvestigated the 
photoiouization spectmm ofHe up to the double-ionization threshold at:: 79 eV. Some previously unobservable 
Rydberg states and Rydbelg series were identified, and the results are co~ with stato-of~ atomic
strudme calculations as well with the results of a systematic study performed recently at the SX700/ll beamline 
at~. . 

L INTRODUcriON 

1be fust experimental and theoretical work on 
cfoubl~on IeSOIUIIlCeS in He bad been 
performed more than three decades ago [1,2]. 
Despite its prototype chalacter for atomic systems 

with stiODg electron c:ondation, detailed 
experimental RSU1ts were only obCained much later, 
when a sufficiently high ~ n:solution of 
AB = 4.0 mcV (FHWM) had been achieved with the 
SX700/ll bmnline at BESSY [3-S]. This allowed a 
~c investigation of the 1P" double-excitation 
resonances of He up to the double-ionization 
threshold. I. c: 79.003 cV [6]. A large DUDJber of 
ft:SOI1anCeS bdongiDg to 18 di1rerent Rydberg series 
below the N = 2 to N = 9 ionization thresholds of 
He were obsc:rYed. and energies, Datmal widths, 
F81lCHJ. pammeters, and ·quantum defects of the 
various JeSODances could be derived from the 
c:xperimemal data. These experimeota1 parametelS 
were Cl01DIJ8l"d in detlil with the resaUs of ab-initio. 
atomio-structure calculations (6]. The m:ent 
experimeota1 progress stimulated renewed 
theoRtical interest in . these corre1ated atomic 
electron states [7-9]. 

Wrth the .commissioning of high-n:solution 
undulator beam1ines at third-generation 

synchrotron-radiation soun::es. 1bither progress in 
eneigy resolution and photon flux in the sOft x-ray 
region can be expected. In the present paper we 
report pn photoiouization results for He ob1ained 
recent1y with beamline 9.0.1 at the Advanced Light 
Soun:e (ALS) in Belteley, Califomia. By 
optimizing this beamline, a striking progress in 
energy JeSOlution up to AB ... 1.0 meV (FHWM) at 
64.12 eV was achieved. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The integral part ofbeamline 9.0.1 at ALS is a 
spherical-gr.rting monocllromator (SGM) accepting 
radiation from a '4.5-m-long 1km-period undulator. 
HorizoDtal and vertical spherical collecting minors 
fom a vertical focus at the fixed eutranoe slit and a 

· horizoldal focus at &e. sample [1oj~rroJidhe t1uee 
c:bangeable spherical gratings c:overiDg the energy 
range from 20 to 300 eV, only the one with 925 
lineslmm was used in the present WOlk. This 
180-mm-long gming is cb.amcterized by a 
difii:adion-limited n:solution of 0.4 meV at 64 _eV, 
given by the number of illuminated grooves. 
Usually, the most Significant aberration of an SGM 
is coma, whicb, however, vanishes for the used 
grating at the Rowland-cilde energy of= 71 eV, i.e. 



in the center of the double-excitation region of He. 
Resolution is then further limited by the widths of 
the slits and by the figure errors of the optical 
clements, in particular that of the grating. 

The photoionization studies of He were 
performed with a gas cell containing two parallel 
cha.rge-a>llecting plates of 10-cm active length, 
filled with He at pressures in the range of 0.003 to 
2 mbar, and separated from the UlN of the 
bcamline by a = 1200-A thick AI or C window; the 
C window is very advisable for the energy region 
above the AI-Lm edge at hv = 72.5 eV. A voltage of 
100 y was applied between the two plates to oollect 
the electroas and ions, and the total photoionization 
c:umnt. J. was recorded with a sensitive ammeter 
(Keithley. model 428). Simultaneously. the total 
photon flux in front of the gas ccl1 was monitored 
via the photocmission current. Jo, emitted from a 
gold mesh that \vas transmitted by the photon beam. 
This allowed a normalization of the measured 
spccua to . oonstant photon 1lux. J/Jo; these 

He 

normalized spcctra are presented here. Due to long
term as wcll as highcr'-frequency variations of the 
photon flux at bcamlinc 9.0.1, this normalization 

· procedure turned out to be absolutely essential. even 
though it is far from perfect. -

3. THE THREE N = 2 RYDBERG SERIES 
AND TEsT FOR ULTRA-IDGH RESO
LUTION 

Figure 1 shows the result of a single wide scan 
aaoss the double-excitation region below theN = 2 
(N = quantum number of ~ inner dectron) 
ioniZation thleshold of He, l2 = 65.401 eV; this 
spectrum was recorded with = 6-f.un wide entrance 
and exit slits, energy steps of 0.6 meV. and 2 
secondS per point. Resonances from all · three 
optically-allowed Rydberg series below 12 are dearly 
n:solved: The dominant resonances belong to the 
principal •n+• series, 2,0a (for nomenclature, see 
below; n = quantum number of the outer dec:tron); 

n+ 20 

7+. 

. .. · ... . ::- .. '· 

64.4 64.6 64.8 65.0 65.2 65.4 
Photon Energy (eV) 

FigW."e 1. The three optically allowed Rydberg series in the double-excitation region of He below the N = 2 
ionization threshold of He, 12• The spectrum was recorded via the total photoionization current. The principal 
•+• series is shown here only for n ~ 4. The inset shows the •+• series from n = 20 to 26 •. 
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the. "n-" resonances of the sccondaiy series, 2,ln, 
are much weaker and arc at lower energies than the 
rcspcctive "n+" rc.:sonanccs. Even the very · faint 
"2pnd" resonances of the 2, -Ia secondary series [ 4) 
can be clearly identified in the spectrum of Figure 1. 
Note that the lowest two Rydberg states of the "n+" 
series are out of scale in Figure 1 [3,4]. The inset 
displays the upper end of the spectrum on an energy 
scale expanded by a factor of 28;. this expanded 
spectrum shows Rydberg resonances up to n =. 26 
reflecting the strikingly improved energy resolutioa 
We note that the number of resolved "n+". 
resonances is dircdly related to resolution, since the 
natural widths of these states scale with (nj"3

; here, 
n• = (n-a) is the clfcctivc quantum number and o. 
stands for the quantum defect.. 

In the region below l:z. we usc the "old" 
dassification scheme by Madden & Codling [1], 
with .the three optically allowed Rydberg series 
denoted by (sp,2n+), (sp,2n-), . and . (2p,nd). 
However, we also designate the Rydberg series 
aocording to the most widely used classification 
sc:hemc based. on a hypclsphcrical-coordinate 
description of He as ~ced . by .. 
Herrick&Sinanoglu [11] and by lin [12]. Here, the 
quantum numbers T (with T = 0 or 1). K r.mging 
flomN-1-T, N-3-T, -·to-(N-1-:1), and A (with 
A-= +1, :-1, 0; abbreviated by •+•, •-•. "01 were 
iDtroduoed to describe the angular (T,K) and Jadial 
(A) coadations. In this scheme,· the double
excitation states are denoted by n(K,1)~. There are 

· (2N-l) · dipole-allowed series for each N value: 
From tbcsc. (N-1) have T = 1 and A= •+•. (N-1). 
have T = 0 and A= •-•, and just one hasT= 0 and. 
A = "0". The most intense . series observed in 
photoabsorption are charaderized by T = 1 and 
A = "+"; the highest oscillator stieDgths oc:cur for 
K = N-2. In the present work, i.in's classification 
scheme is used in an abbnMatccl form. N.K.a. as 
inuoduced by Zubck et al. [13]. This is done for all 
Rydberg series, i.e. the T = I series·~ written as 
N,(N-21.; N,(N-41.; N,(N-6)... ..., the T = 0 Series 
;tS N,(N-1)..; N,(N-3)a. -· For N = 2. theTa:: I 
series is 2,0 ... and the two much weaker T = 0 series 
are l.la and 2,-1 ... instead of the old notations 
(sp,ln+), (sp,ln-), and (2p,nd), ICSpCCtively. 
Similarly, the five allowed N = 3 series will be 
written as 3,1;.. and 3,-10 forT= 1 as well as·3,2.., 
3,0 ... and 3,-laforT=o (See further below). . · 
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Figure 2. Closer inspection of the region of the 4-
and 2p3d Rydberg states . of doubly-excited He. 
measured. with 2.S;.un entrance and exit slits. The . 
inset shows a fit of the .2p3d line by a Fano profile 
with a total width of 1.0 meV (FWHM). . . .. 

In Figure 2, we give a cl~ view of the specUa1 
region around the 4- and 2p3d Rydbelg Slates 
(2.l.c and 2,-I, states. rcspc:divcly. in the notation 
of Refs. (ll-13D, measured at highest RSOlution 
with 2.5-J.un entrance and exit Slits. The 2p3d state 
provides the ultimate test for resolution, since it has 
a theoretical natwal width of less than 3 VJ:V (4]. 
Note the complete separation of the 2p3d and 
4- resonances, which are just 16.8 meV apart from 
each other. The solid curves through the data poims 
in Figwe 2 repieSCDt the RSU1ts of a leaSt-squares 
fit of 2 independent Fano profile$ to the data. This 
gives - as shown in the inset - a total Jinewidth of 

··1.0 meV (FWHM)· for. the 2p3d'ieSiiuanCe· ~ 
coaesponding to a IeSOlviDg power of 
EIAE .,. 64,000 at hv = 64.12 cV. Note lbat this 
rep~ an improvement by a factor ·of 4 as 
compared to the best resolving ··power. ·achieved 
before at the SX7oom o.fBESSY (4-6]. : · · 

To reconl the spec;:trum ofF~gUCC.l, the energy 
steps of . the· mon~mator . \\'ere· lednced to 
0.4 meV, and the Speed of. the Stepping motor, 
which drives the position of the sine bar c:onnected 
to the grating, was slowed down. Also, several other 
resolution-limiting factors had to be optimized. in 
particular the mechanical. vibrations of the. optiC31. 



elements due to the flow of the cooling water. 
Unfortunately. the presently installed interferometer 
for measuring the motion of the grating did not 
allow smaller energy steps; this limited the number 

70 71 72 
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CD 1-4 
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72.80 72.85 72.90 72.95 

.16 
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72.91 72.92 72.93 
PhOton Energy (eV) 

Fsgure 3. Double-excitation states below the N -= 3 
ionization thleshold of He, I3: (a) Complete 3,111 
priDcipal series plus first state of the 3,-111 
~ series (from Ret: [6]). (b)l(c) Upper 
section of the 3,111 -series for n ~ 10/16. The solid. 
curves in (b) and (c) represent the results of least 
squares fits of the data (for details see text). 
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of data points per resonance line .. Since the actual 
position of the grating was measured after each step 
to determine the set photon energy. the irregular 
spacings of the data pOints, as seen in_ Figure 2. 
resulted. 

We have also studied the higher resonances of 
the 2pnd series (2.-la series) with this ultra-high 
resolution. and were able to resolve the 2pnd states 
from the closeby •(n+lr· states upton= 6. nus is 
a substantial improvement relative to the only 
previous study (4] allowing a detailed comparison 
with ab-initio calculations [9,14-16]; these results 
will be presented elsewhere [17]. 

4. DOUBLE-EXOTATION STATES ABOVE 
·THEN= l THRESHOLD 

Figure 3 displays the spectral region of the five 
optically-allowed Rydberg series below the N = 3 
tlircshold. I3 = 72.959 eV: (a) gives an overview of 
the principal 3,111 series, wilh the first JCSOnance, 
3,-1,. of the most intense secondas:y series, 3,-1a. 
being clearly resolved. This spcctrDm was n:confcd 
with 4.8-ineV resolution at the SX700/II beamline 
resolving the series up to the 3,117 state [6). In (b) 
and (c) \\'e show the upper section .of the ·3,1. series 
up to the highest resolved state. 3,124. from the 
present . ultra-high JCSOlution work. Again, a 
substantial improvement with n:spect to the 
previous spectrum [6] bas been achieved. . 

Of the four secondaly N -= 3 series, only the 
lowest RSOII3IlCeS, 3,-i,. and 3,-l.c of the 3,-111 
series (with T-= 1 and K-= N-4) and 3.2-c of the 3,2.. 
series (with T = 0 and K = N-1) had been obselved 
before [6].· In FigUre 4, we picsent in detail the 
~.-13 qion With a ~Cfllfy reso~.}~ .s;t;rtc. In 
addition, four higher resonances of the 3,2. series 
up to n -= 8 could be resolved as well as two 
resouanc:cs of the 3,0.. sccondaly series (with T-=0 
and K =~3). These results as well as a comparison 
with ab-initio calculations will be presented 
elsewhere [18]. A scaroh for the lowest resonance of 
the fifth N ... 3 series, 3,-la. was futile, despite the 
availability of a ·number of calculations for the 
resonance cnezgy [19,20]. 

In FigUre S \\'e present our high-resolution data 
for the spectral region below the N = .1, 8, and 9 
thresholds of He. 17, Ia. and lg. This spectral region 
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Figwe 4. Detail of the 3,-1, region of the spectrum 
in F~gme 3 (a): A further xesooancc is. dearly 
discernible; which can be assigned to the first state, 
3.24, of a further sec:ondaiy series, 3.2a. 

had been studied recently by Domke ct a1. with 
S.4-mcV resol~on up to an ·c:nctgy of 78.28 cV 
(S). The present spectrum is dearly better resolved, 

·leYe3liDg more details of the various intenerences 
be(wecn states of neighboring Rydberg senes. In (a), 
the two ioterf=nce regions of the 1.Sa series with 
1hc 8,6. stale at:: 17.63 cV and· the s.~ state at 
:: 17.79 cV of the neighboring. principal N = 8 
series arc showD, with dr.unatic intensity 
modulations aud variations in Jinewidths. Note that 
1hc 7.Su resooanc:c is missing. The c:alculalod 
positions of these intruder states (6,20] arc indicated 
in FJgUrc S (a-c) by vertical arrows. The vertical
bar-diagr.uns in Fagun: s lq'rcsent the resolts of 
recent complex-rotation-method calculations by 
W'mtgeD. (S,6,20] for energies (positions of dte bars)· 
8Dd D3bJral widths (lengths of the bars). No natural
width information is provided by the dotted-bar 
diagiams corresponding co the sec:onda!y series. 

Similarly SlroDg interaction dfccts am observed 
in (b) for the 8,6.. series interfering with the lowest 
states of the 9,7a. series, 9,79 at:: 77.91 eV, 9,710 at = 78.03 eV, and 9,711 at :: 78.09 eV. Again. the 

·, 8,6u, 8,6as. and s.~ resonances are practically 
missing. Even more complicated interferences occur 
in (c), where the 9,7a series interacts with the lowest 
·resonances of the lO,Sa series, e.g. dte 10,810 state at 
= 78.12 cV and the 10,811 state at = 78.21 eV, 
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Figure S. Double-excltati6n R$0n8ncCs- beloW' the 
N = 7, N c: 8, and N = 91hrcsholds .of He, in 
comparison with c:aJ.c:uiated _CDCigies . (vertic:al-bar 

. diagiams). For the principal series, the lengths of 
the baa m proporti~ co the theoretical natural 
widths. For the sec:ondaly series, the doUcd-bar 
diagiams.lq)resent only the calculated energies of·. 
the various xesoilances. 

respectively. We also studied· the energy region 
·beyond 78.35 cV up to the double-ionization 
threshold of He, L.= 79.003 eV. Even though many · 
spectral features could be resolved, the data are not ' 
shown here, since they ·may not be reliable due to 



• 

the extremely small signal-to-noise ratio and the 
artifacts at this level created in the normalization 
procedure by fluctuations in photon flux. 

S..SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The unexpeCtedly high resolving power of 
FJ6E = 64,000 at hv = 64.1 eV, achieved at 
heamline 9.0.1 at the ALS in Berkeley, shows that 
the optical clements of this SGM are of superior 
quality. The specification for the slope error of the 
92S linesfmm holographic grating, fabricated by a 
collaboration between ALS, Rocketdyne, and 
Hughes .Aiiaaft under contract from Photon 
Sciences, was O.S prad nns, which would already 
comspolld to a contribution of 1.1 meV to the 
DlOilOCbromator function (FHWM) at 64 eV. The 
measuxecllinewidth of the 2p3d IeSOnance of only 
1.0. meV, and the contribution of the finite slit 
widths imply that the figure error of the grating 
must be considerably better than o.s prad rms. . 

It is quite clear that this ultra-high resolution, in 
combination with the high photon 11ux available at 

· the 1J!Kinlator beamlim 9.0.1 of ALS, o1l'ers new 
opportuDities for the study of long-lived c:xci1ations 
in atoms and molecules. If the problem of long-term 
aad higher-frequenc:y variations in photon flux can 
be so1vecl, the upper most 700-meV spectahegion 
in He just below I. should also be accessible. One 
particular topic of iDtezest concerns the theoretically 
pRdic:tecl transition to chaotic electron motion in 
case of doubJe..excitation states of He with very high 
quaDlUm IQIIDbers N aDd n. 
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